We give a characterization of complex extreme measurable selections for a suitable set-valued map. We use this result to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a function to be a complex extreme point of the closed unit ball of L p (n, E, v; X), where (Q, E, v) is any positive, complete measure space, X is a separable complex Banach space, and 0 < p < oo.
Introduction
In 1969 Sundaresan [10] showed that sufficient conditions for a function / to be an extreme point of the closed unit ball L p (k, X) = L p ([0, 1] , k, X), where X is any Banach space, X is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], and 1 < p < oo, are that H/llp = 1 and / (0/11/(011 is an extreme point of the closed unit ball of X for A. -almost all/ e S f := {s e [0, l]\f(s) ^ 0}. In addition, Sundaresan showed that these conditions are also necessary if X is finite dimensional. A year later, Sundaresan [11] proved that the same conditions characterize the extreme points of the closed unit ball of L p (£2, £, /x; X) if X is a separable dual space, Q is a locally compact Hausdorff space, and n is a regular Borel measure. A significant improvement on Sundaresan's results was published 4 years later. In 1974 Johnson [7] used von Neumann's selection theorem to obtain a characterization of the extreme measurable selections for a suitably chosen set-valued map. As a corollary Johnson proved that if X is a separable Banach space, (Q, E, /x) is any positive complete measure space, and 1 < p < oo, then the so called natural conditions characterize the extreme points of the closed unit ball of L p (£2, E, fi; X), thus extending considerably Sundaresan's results. Johnson also gave necessary and sufficient conditions for a function to be an [2] extreme point of L^itl, £, //.; X) in the special case where Q is a Polish space.
In a very real sense Johnson's result is the best possible. In 1982 Greim [6] constructed an example of a non-separable Banach space X and a function / on [0, 1] which is an extreme point of the closed unit ball of all L P (X, X) spaces, 1 < p < oo, and for which no value /(/) is an extreme point of the closed ball of X of radius \\f(t) ||. This shows that, in general, the separability assumption on X in Johnson's result cannot be dropped. We also note in this connection that Johnson's characterization fails if p = 1. To see this observe that the function / = Xio.i] (the characteristic function of [0, 1 ]) satisfies the natural conditions but is not an extreme point of
In this paper we consider complex extreme points, the complex analogues of (real) extreme points. We prove that the complex extreme measurable selections for a suitable set-valued map admit a characterization which parallels the one given by Johnson for (real) extreme measurable selections for the same set-valued map. We then use this result to show that if X is a separable complex Banach space, (Q., £, v) is any positive, complete measure space and 0 < p < oo (we consider the case p = oo separately), then the natural conditions characterize the complex extreme points of BL P (Q,-E,V,X)-Here too, Greim's example can be appropriately modified to show that our result may also fail if X is not separable.
This paper constitutes part of the author's Ph.D. dissertation which will be submitted to Northern Illinois University. If E = ^# M . and / satisfies the two conditions above, then we shall simply say / is [x-measurable. By a similar abuse of notation we shall refer to the elements of ^M . as the ix -measurable subsets of £2 ; indeed we shall often identify /x with the restriction of ix* t o^M . . A set-valued map is said to be Borel measurable (respectively, analytic) if and only if its graph is a Borel set (respectively, an analytic set).
In the sequel we shall need to use von Neumann's measurable selection theorem [12] and a corollary of the theorem due to Aumann [1] . We quote below the form of these results given in [7] as this form is more suitable for our needs.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870003826X [4] Complex extreme measurable selections 225 THEOREM 0. For the remainder of this paper we shall fix the following notation. Unless specified otherwise, X shall be a separable complex Banach space, S shall be a Polish space and n shall be a positive, a -finite Borel, and hence regular measure on 5 [2] .
(von Neumann) Let M and N be Polish spaces, let A c M be an analytic set and g : A ->• N be a continuous function. Suppose fi is a Borel measure on N. Then the set g(A) is \x-measurable and there exists a fi-measurable map <J> : g(A) -> M such that g(Q>(x)) = x for all x in g(A
As in [7] , (
1) «,(s) = F ( j ) n C ( j ) . (2) If A cSisa Borel set, H 2 (s) = F(s) ifs € A, and H 2 (s) = G(s) if S e A. (3) Iff:S^-X is Borel measurable and k e C, H 3 (s) = f(s) + kF(s). (4) IfBcXisa Borel set, H 4 (s) = B for all s e S. (5) H 5 (s) = F(s) x G(s), where (F(s) x G(s) := [{x, y)\x e F(s), y e G(s)}).
We now prove our main result. We remark that in what follows we shall always identify functions which are equal almost everywhere with respect to a given measure. 
[ F(s)) n (g(s) -F(s)) D i(-g(s) + F(s)) n i(g(s) -F(s))] ~ {0}
if 
. If K is a non-empty, convex Borel subset of X and $ K := {/ : S -*• K\f is ^-measurable }, then f € c-ext & K if and only if f(s) e c-ext K for (/.-almost all s € S.
The proof of this corollary is straightforward, and is therefore omitted. REMARK 2.3. The characterization of the complex extreme points of B (l(X) given in Corollary 2.2 is (except for the requirement that X be a separable complex Banach space) of the same form as the characterization of the (real) extreme points of real £ P (X) for 1 < p < oo [9] . By contrast, an element x in the real t\ (X) is an extreme point of the B U(X) if and only if ||jt|| €im = 1 and x has the form x = (0, 0, 0, • • •, 0, x n , 0,...) where x n is a real extreme point of B x .
Finally, we note that since the notion of complex extreme points makes sense even in non-convex settings, a natural question to ask is whether Theorem 2.1 holds if use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870003826X [10] Complex extreme measurable selections 231
we replace the Banach space X by a separable complex continuously quasi-normed space. We have so far been unable to answer this question. What is clear, however, is that our method of proof does not extend to this more general situation because the method depends on the Hahn-Banach Theorem.
